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parties had the opportunity to examine and cross-examine witnesses and to present relevant
evidence. After preparation of the transcript, both counsel submitted post-hearing briefs and the .
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ISSUE
Was the Grlevan~

, terminated for just cause? If not, what shall be the

remedy?

FACTS
The Grievant was hired as a meter reader in July 2002, and worked as a gas semce
representative (GSR) from October 2004 until his tennination resulting from an incident on
December 16,2008. The incident for which he was terminated involved his response to a residence .
in Manteca, California where there had been an explosion, and after conducting a gas leak
investigation, he left the house although, as it was later determined, he had not stopped the gas leak,
nor had he notified his supervisor.
A primary resp!lnsibility of GSRs is the in:vestigation of possible gas leaks at customer
properties. They are the first responders when a customer reports a leak, and they'have primary
responsibility for investigating to determine ifthere is a leak in the "house lines," Le. the gas piping
downstream of the meter for the residence, and for taking appropriate action to correct the leak. The
Grievant was provided yearly training on the Company's Gas Emergency Plan, and additional
training in conducting field service leak investigations. The training covered Company procedures
for conducting gas leak investigations (WP 6434-01; LIC Ex. 68, b), the Code of Safe Practices

On December 16,2008, the Grievant worked his normal 8:00 a.m. to 4:30

p.m. shift, and due

to a large number of service tags, he continued working past his shift, eventually getting off work
at about 4:00 a.m. At approximately 10:00 p.m. he was dispatched to a residence in Manteca where .

.and both the firefighters and the customer told the Grievant they thought the problem was sewer gas.
The Grievant took a reading at the bathtub with his Sensit Gold combustible gas indicator,

in Wo* Procedure 6434-01. He turned off all pilot lights in the house, and he got a zero reading
at the meter. He then went outside the house, checking the water box, looking for dead grass and

testimony at the arbitration, he got a .03 reading. 1 He testified that this read was "pretty much zero,"
•

which he considered a (lfaise read~" CTr. 157, 185.)
He concluded that his investigation had shown that there was no gas leak in the house itself,
I According to the LIC Joint Statement ofFaets, the Grievant stated that after locking the meter, he went back
to the bathroom, and he got a read which was "significantly less" than the previous reading. When asked by field service
manager Rick Fuhrman what he meant by "significantly less, he responded that he didn't recall, but that he thought it
was 3% less. (LIC Joint Statement of Facts, #f# 43. 44.)
Fuhrman testified on rebuttal that the LIC joint statement of facts was accurate, and that the Orievant had
responded that "significantly less" was "about 3% less," not ".03" as he testified at the arbitration. Fuhrman testified
further that "3ro less" would have been consistent with the 2S-30% readings that were obtained at the tub the following
day. and that he would have questioned the Grievant further ifho had responded ".03." since that 'V9uld not havo been
consistent with the readings the next day (Tr.194-S).
It

it was sewer gas, as the fIre department and the customer believed. Since he had locked off the gas
at the meter, he believed that he had made the situation safe for the night.2 He told the customer that

"I'll iet him know in the morning. I'll call him and let him know .... It's really nothing of
9urs. As far as I can See it really wasn't gas related. But we don't really know. Like I said,
the line holds pressure. You don't seem to have a gas leak. And there's no gas lines in that
bathroom." ..
F~l1o~ng this conversation, the Grievant left the residence and completed his shift. Neither

1 At the customer's request, he did not turn off the electricity, although the explosion had been ignited by
turning on a wall switch.
.

gas indicator around the bathtub, but that he had done nothing further to evacuate the customers or
take further action (Tr. 18V Fuhrman was concerned because there had been an explosion' at the
~ouse, there was still gas present at the time that the Grievant left, and it was not known what the
source.ofllie gas was. He instructed Cobarrubias to get a crew to the site, and to leave the meeting

had obtained readings on the Sensit Gold of 25-30% ~t the base of the tub in the bathroom.

and the leak was repaired w,ith no further incident. (See Cobarrubias chronology, LIC Ex. 5.)
That day or the next, Fuhrman met with the Grievant and Cobarrubias, along with a shop

a number of procedures in that he had not located the source of~he gas leak, that his instrument had
still shown the presence of gas after he shut off the gas to the house, and that he had left the
'residence without notifying his supervisor or calling a c~ewto investigate the possibility of gas leaks
\

3 In his testimony, tne Grievant denied telling Cobarrublas that there was still gas in the house, and that he
would not have left or made a statement like that if~e thought there \VBS still gas present (Tr. 162).

dispute that he had violated Company procedures, once he realized that a gas leak had in fact been

procedures put the public at extreme risk and merited termination. Work Procedure 6434, section
8 states that if odor'persists after a full gas leak investigation, the employee must look for g~s leSks·

in subsection C that if a gas leak is hazardous or couldbecom~ hazardous, the GSR must (1) notify
Dispatch if additional resources are needed, (2) call the PBX Field Helpline and initiate a referral

4 The Sensit Gold instruments provided to GSRs at the time were not equipped with probes which would allow
for underground readings. T&D crews did have the equipment to investigate for underground leaks, since their
responsibility Included the main tines and service lines leading to the residences. GSRs currently arc provided with
probes which allow for more thorough underground Investigations.

case, (3) stand by with the customer until construction personnel arrive, (4) and take further actions
needed to safeguard life and property. Because an explosion had already occurred, it was obvious
that the leakwas potentially hazardous; yet he did not take any of the steps outlined in subsection
C. He also allowed the customer to remain in th.e house,' and he did nottum off the electricity
which had ignited the explosion.
The Grievant also violated the Code of Safe Practices, section lS0S(d), which states that
when a "hazardous gas leak is'not repaired or stopped, the employee shall stand by, notify the local
dispatch office, and remain at the scene until relieved." He also failed to comply with the ~
Emergency Plan by failing to evaluate the danger to life and property, by failing to identify the
source of the gas, and by failing to make the necessary notifications for an incident involving an
explosion and property damage.
Termination was warranted due to the seriousness of the Grievant's. misconduct.

As

Fuhrman testified, the Grievant's action put the public at extreme risk. By failing to follow
established procedures, the Grievant caused a delay of over eight hours before maintenance crews
were called to the scene. Fortunately, there was no further explosion endangering lives and
property, but the potential fo1'suchan event caused by the Grievant's gross negligel)ce merited
termination. Arbitrators routinely uphold summary discharge where an employee's misconduct
creates

a significant

safety hazard, citing BHP Petroleum/Gasca Inc., 102 LA 321 (Najita 1998)

(upholding termination of a gas service tec~ician ~ho failed to identify a gas leak in a'customer's
home by failing to follow prescribed leak investigation procedures); Union Tank Car Co., 110 LA
1128 (La~a 1998); SolaeLLC, 125 LA 349 (Baroni 2008); and others. As shown in these decisions,
emp'oyers and the public are entitled to more than the mere hope that neglige~ce, such as that shown

leak and have it repaired. There is no evidence to show what procedures were violated in those

investigation and an outside search and he had an impeccable record of service with no active

employee in.the incident who shared the same level of culpability as the Grievant.
There have been several nearly-identical cases in the past where a GSR (or gas serviceman)
was given positive discipline, not termination, for a procedural error, including leaving an
unrepaired and undetected hazardous gas leak and damage or injury resulted. Recently the Company
has issued DMLs in two cases when employees vi~lated policies failing to shut down the gas or
notify his supervisor following a gas leak and by failing to respond immediately, as required, to a
serious gas leak (Un. Ex. 5). In nine Review Committee decisions between 1971 and 2007, GSRs
were given discipline less than discharge for failing to follow established· work procedures in a
variety of situations, such as causing a fire at a customer's house, failing to discover a hazardous gas
leak on an appliance, improperly logging that he could not gain access to a customer's residence,
causing an explosion and fire at a customer's home, leaving a hazard in a customer's home, and
mistakenly leaving a furnace in a condition that it could be easily reconnected by the customer. The
Company has not provided previous cases in which a GSR has been terminated for a single work
performance mistake, and instead has offered three previous disciplines (two terminations and a
DML) of linemen involving much different circumstances than those in the present grievance.
In this case, the Grievant followed the applicable work procedures, properly performing a
full leak investigation, but he chose the wrong of two plausible outcomes. There was no sign of a
gas leak on any house line, there was no odor of gas, no reading at the water box, no dead shrubbery.
The work procedur~s did not require a GSR to notify a supervisor about a customer's sewer
problem. .From listening to the conversation with the dispatcher, it is clear that the Grievant
understood that the cause of the explosion had been sewer gaS, and not natural gas.
Even if it is· found that the Grievant violated work procedures by not contacting his

supervisor and leaving a potentially hazardous situation, based on the history of prior disciplinary
actions, termination for a single mistake of this nature is not warranted. In addition, the dispatcher
who shared responsibility in this same incident was only given a DML. By failing to follow his
supervisor's instructions he violated dispatch work procedures and was arguably more culpable than
the Grievant, and there is no rational reaspn for the Grievant to be treated more harshly.
For the above reasons, the Union argues that the Grievant should be reinstated with
appropriate back pay and benefits.
DISCUSSION
The circumstances involved in the Grievant's service call at the Manteca residence on the
night of December 16, 2008 are largely undisputed: There had been an explosion ignited when the
customer turned on a light switch in his bathroom. When the Grievant arrived, both the firefighters
and the customer said that they believed the cause had been sewer gas. The Grievant got a 25%
reading on his, combustible gas indicator at the bathtub and he then conduct~d a full leak
investigation, finding no leak in the house lines, and noting no dead shrubbery or other signs of a
leak on service lines outside the house. After tw.ning off the gas at the meter, he got a reading at the
bathtub which was "significantly less" than the previous reading. He concluded that the cause of
the explosion had been sewer gas, and he left the house after telling the customer to contact' a
plumber. Prior to leaving the house, he had a conversation with dispatcher
which he explained his conclusions, and when M

!

M

J

in

llsked if they should call supervisor Greg

Cobarrubias, the Grievant responded that he would call Greg in the morning to let him know, but
there did not appear to be a leak in the gas lines. The following day, crews obtained significant
readings showing the presence of gas in the bathroom where the explosion had occurred, and at other

locations on neighboring properties, and they located and rePaired a leak on the main line serving
the properties.
Field service manager Rick Fuhrman concluded that the Grievant had violated a number of
work procedures by failing to identify the source of the leak and by leaving the house without
notifying his supervisor, and that the seriousness of these violations - placing the public at "extreme
risk" - warranted termination. The Union contends that the Grievant conducted a proper full gas
leak investigation, making what turned out to be an incorrect determination that the cause of the
explosion was sewer gas rather than natural gas. The Union argues that its ~earch

of disciplinary

actions imposed on OSRs or gas servicemen for work procedure violations over a forty year period
shows that termination has never been imposed for a single incident, even in cases where the errors
have involved leaving unrepaired and undetected hazardous gas leaks on the property and failing
to make required notific~tions to supervisors~ The disciplinary notices and Review Committee
decisions relied upon by the Union have been reviewed in some detail, and they certainly show that
many apparently serious work procedure violations have resulted in discipline less than termination.
However, in general the documentation fails to provide sufficient detail to demonstrate that the
policy violations were necessarily as serious as those by the Grievant in the current case. In
particular, although there were several incidents where the employee failed to detect a hazardous
leak, there do·not appear to be other ~ses where the service call resulted from an explosion at the
customer' s house~ establishing the presence of a hazardous leak, and where the employee left
without finding the source of the leak and without notifying his supervisor. Therefore, while the
prior disciplinary actions show that positive discipline should normally be imposed prior to
termination for work procedure violations, they are not definitive on the question of whether the

t~at after locking

$ Similarly, the DML issued to M
. does not demonstrate discriminatory treatment of the Grievant.
M
was disciplined for failing to follow his supervisor's instructions to call the Grievant back and teU him to call
his supervisor. From the discussion in the Review Committee decision. it appears that M
.. failure to follow
instructions was considered' negligent rather than willful. Also, M
. had 28 years of service. Also, it is not
unreasonable that the Company would hold the Grievant, as the Company representative on the scene with a firsthand
ability to investigate and assess the gas leak, primarily responsible for failing to identifY the source of the leak and to
take appropriate action to repair the leak.

gas·had essentially dissipated by the time he left the house.
In addition, the Grievant testified that when he called the next morning, he did not tell
Cobar11lbiasthat there was still gas in the house. Although Cobarrubias was not questioned on this
pomt at the arbitration, Fulninan testified.that Cobarrubias h~d told him that the Grieva~t had
reported he was still getting a reading on the combustible gas indicator after turning off the gas.6
Therefore, th~Gri~vant' s statements at the time of the incident are inconsistent with h(s a~empt at
the arbitration to minimize the presence of gas in the house. "Finally, Fuhrman credibly testifiedthat
he would have questioned the Grievant further at the LIC ifhe had said the second reading was ('.03"

6 Fuhrman's account of what Cobarrubias told him contains two levels of hearsay, since the arbitration board
is being asked to accept the truth ofCobarrubias' statement that the Grievant told him he got a reading after turning off
the gas, as well as the truth of the Grievant's statement that he got the reading. Hearsay, of course, is nonnaJIy
admissible in arbitration, and its reliabillty must be assessed based upon the surrounding circumst~ces. On this point,
it must be concluded that Cobarrubias' statement to Fuhrman (ifFuhnnan accurately recalled it) was reliable, ie. there
is no apparent reason that Cobarrubias would have told Fuhrman that the Grievant said he got a read if this was not what
the Grievant had in fact told him. Similarly, the Grievant would not have made such a comment to Cobarrubias unless
it \vas true. Therefore, the hearsay aspects ofFuhnnan's testimony on this point do not undercut its reliability.
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